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Structure
Load-bearing structure in aluminium sheet, bonded 
with metal anti-tilt weight, spherical steel castors 
(upon request) for easy 360° movement, uprights in 
steel, Ø 20 mm, with brake, and upper crosspiece in 
aluminium. 

The entire structure is finished in matt white or black 
epoxy powder coating. The swivel panels can be 
rotated by 360°.  Made in integral polyurethane 
painted in the mould, they come in two sizes, in the 
colours matt white and black, and are arranged in an
alternated, defined geometric sequence.
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Dimensions and types
Each divider element is available in two
different sizes, W90 and W60, which can 
be arranged or placed to form attractive 
large-sized configurations.

Divide IT is always monochromatic and
available in the following combinations:
- matt white structure with matt white
swivel panels
- matt black structure with matt black
swivel panels.
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“We are designers who identify with a minimalist
design and in tune with the DNA of MDF Italia.
It was important for us to obtain a product with
high aesthetic impact.

The main design idea was to create a mutable
wall that could turn from being opaque, silent
and uniform, almost invisible, to express in
infinite possibilities of geometric and unique
compositions.” Pitsou Kedem



Divide IT was created to meet these 
needs: it is a dynamic product that 
adapts to every requirement and allows 
you to divide the work spaces and the 
home environment, to define uncon-

strained scenarios between work
area and living, between semi-private 
and public areas; nowadays a precise, 
formal and traditional definition of the 
space is no longer relevant.



The user can determine and control the
passage of light and sound with his own
hands, rotating each panel on an axis at 360
degrees. This rotation allows for neverending
possibilities of partition, transition and
diffusion.

Divide IT invites the user to interact with it, as
if it was a “toy” able to give fun and even a
smile.
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Neil Leather chair
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Elegant, light and sophisticated: Neil Leather
is the natural evolution of Neil, the icon of
essential style created in 2018 by Jean Marie
Massaud. The concept for this chair borrows 
some aspects of the classic form and 
“historical”, characteristics of the Bauhaus 
period: very simple tubular frames with seat 
and backrest in taut saddle-hide.

The exquisitely crafted saddle-hide 
upholstery, 100% made in Italy, is a symbol 
of the quality and exceptional competence 
of our manufacturing sector. This product is 
hand made with the same level of care as is 
used for leather handbags.
Design and traditional craftsmanship 
combine in this product, which can be used 
in different settings, from the most classic to 
the most modern and contemporary.



Design and traditional craftsmanship 
combine in this product, which can be used 
in different settings, from the most classic to 
the most modern and contemporary.

The load-bearing structure of the seat and
backrest is made in steel wire and available 
in a glossy galvanic finish in black chrome.



The thick full grain saddle-hide is 
simply stretched taut between the 
parts of the structure and guarantees 
unexpected comfort even though it 
has a simple, definite form.
The product is made completely by 
hand,entirely in Italy, a guarantee of 

high quality craftsmanship and great 
attention to detail: seams in heavy duty 
thread, dyed edges, and pressed areas 
on the leather surface form raised 
decorations that emphasise the 
tension and pattern.



The saddle-hide upholstery is available in 
the following colour variants: 
Black (02), Dark Grey (03), Natural (26) and 
Turtledove (29).
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A table made from only one material with
contemporary lines that convey strong
personality. NVL Table is the second project, 
after Super_Position, created by the French 
designer Jean Nouvel for MDF Italia and that 
takes the name literally. 

The distinctive traits of its architecture manifest 
fully in this table to highlight stylistic elements 
that have always distinguished the works of 
Jean Nouvel: pure geometric shapes, formal 

lightness, graphic marks, and rigour.
The simplicity of the shapes plays
harmoniously on the contrast with the solidity of 
the material: the table top appears thin and light 
and seems to float above the base.
The central support consists of two volumes
that are tapered on the upper part to create
two symmetrical bases that support the
top. The effect recalls a trilithon, a structure
formed from two vertical elements and a third
positioned horizontally on top.



NVL Table oval
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The bases, undertop flange and top 
are always monochromatic, 
lacquered or faced with the 
application of 3 mm slabs, in the 
variants: matt lacquer in white, 
black and red; glossy lacquer in 

white, black, red and coral red 
(special colour in 2020); 
materials in the variants recon-
structed black Ebony marble, 
reconstructed white Carrara 
marble and reconstructed stone.



NVL Table round
Designer 
Jean Nouvel Design



The bases and undertop flange are made
of moulded high density rigid polyure-
thane joined together with a mechanical 
fastener.
Each base has a closing plate and internal
anti-tilt weight in moulded cast iron, 
epoxy powder coated in matt black, with 
specific places for slides and felt pads.
The 25 mm top in medium density 
fibreboard closes the table’s “monolithic” 
look, with a snap clip and hidden points 

for fastening to the flange below. 
The point in which the two parts
join creates an elegant rebate, which is a 
very pleasant technical/aesthetic detail.

Dimensions and types
Each table mounts bases of different sizes 
and types, and a round model in the 
diameters 150 or 180 cm, or oval model 
W200 or W250, are also available. Table 
height, 74 cm.
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Random Wood 2C 3C
Designer  
Neuland Industriedesign



The iconic Random bookcase is 
widening its range and welcoming 
new wood finishes. 
Random 2C - 3C can express 
unique  style even if they are of 
modest size, perfect in small spaces 

or dedicated niches.
Bookcase made with 6 mm thick 
panels of medium density fiber-
wood in canaletto walnut finish; 
10 mm thick backrest in canaletto 
walnut.
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20.Venti  Home Light Designer 
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20.Venti Home and Home Light 
are the newest options of the 
iconic 20.Venti family, created 
mainly for the domestic environ-
ment and distinctive for its linear 
and original design, qualities in 
line with the “DNA” of MDF Italia. 

Steel frame and legs, section 
2x2 cm, painted with epoxy 
powder in matt white, black 
nickel and bronze colours.
Tops made with oak veneered 
medium density fibre panels, 
brushed and open pore, in the 
colours bleached, light and 
anthracite oak. 

The home working desk is 
equipped with an aluminum
opening for cable management, 
matt white painted on the white 
painted tables and matt black 
painted for the black nickel
and bronze versions.




